"TOP DOWN" definition and design concepts call for a high level of engineering skill. These positions are long term, continuing project assignments on the staff of a Top-10 Electronics Manufacturer. We're looking for in-depth experience in the following areas: COMMAND & DECISION SOFTWARE DEFINITION & DESIGN; SOFTWARE SYSTEMS DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT; INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS SOFTWARE DESIGN; RADAR SOFTWARE SYSTEMS; NAVAL SYSTEMS; SHIP INTEGRATION (Mechanical/Electrical); COMBAT SYSTEMS; SIGNAL PROCESSING DESIGN; DIGITAL DESIGN; MICROWAVE DESIGN.

If you have been working at the state-of-the-art in one or more of these fields, we want to talk with you about an outstanding offer: excellent benefits; relocation to an attractive suburban area near ocean resorts, and significant opportunity for professional advancement.

Please send your resume to LRK ASSOCIATES, 6845 Elm Street, (C-10), McLean, Virginia 22101.

U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED
Representing an Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H

LRK ASSOCIATES